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Sentinel Investment Committee Meeting 28 July 2015  

(No. 29) 

 

Minutes 

 

  Location: The Brookfield Hotel, Emsworth 

 

Attendees:  

Jon Foster (Chair) (JF) Adviser Business Solutions 

Mike Reidy (MR) Adviser Business Solutions 

Richard Anderson (RA) Adviser Business Solutions 

Matthew Sedgley (MS) (part) Adviser Business Solutions 

David Green (part) Adviser Business Solutions 

  

In attendance:  

Brendan Llewelyn  Consultant 

Julia  Whiting (JW)  Margetts Fund Management Ltd 

Matthew Jealous (MJ) Margetts Fund Management Ltd 

Paul Smith (PS)(part) Premier Asset Management Ltd 

Ian Rees (IR) (part) Premier Asset Management Ltd 

 

 

1. Apologies 

Apologies received from David Stamp and Jo Freire  

 

2. Actions from meeting on 21 April 2015 

•••• After investigation, it has been decided that the provision of junior ISAs is not 

commercially viable at present and the idea has been shelved 

 

3. Defensive Fund Manager’s Report (Paul Smith) 

Points highlighted from the questionnaire/presentation: 

·       There have been no significant changes to the fund management or systems 

·         The fund has outperformed and has been inline or outperformed benchmark for 

the last 5 quarters and there have been very low levels of volatility.  The fund has 

been stable since Paul Smith took it over 

·         Transactions were discussed.  PS explained the rationale for the Woodford trades 

which resulted in a healthy profit 

·         FFs are still around 75-80% 

·         Asset allocation:  PS produced a table which, although over-simplified, is suitable 

for use at a higher level for retail clients.  A foot note would be helpful to address 

the underlying complexity of the exposures and allay potential concerns 
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·         An alternative benchmark for this fund continues to present challenges.  Premier 

has other multi-asset defensive funds which would make asset allocations easier 

but would be a different style of management to the current.  This fund could use 

the Absolute or 0-35 IMA sector benchmarks but neither is ideal.  The matter 

continues to be considered 

 

Macro-economic context 

·         Lack of liquidity in the bond markets will present problems in the long term 

 

4. Universal fund presentation (Ian Rees) 

Points highlighted from the questionnaire/presentation: 

Fund Management 

• Down on the quarter but outperformed both the benchmark and 40%-85% sector 

through taking a more defensive stance 

• Might have helped to have had more UK equities and less exposure to Europe.  

Some uplifts to performance by holdings 

• Holdings in purpose-built student accommodation has performed well 

• Some US equity holdings have underperformed but are not giving cause for concern 

at present 

• Transactions and new holdings were discussed eg movement out and back into 

Tritax and new Montanaro (small cap focus, quality growth approach) 

• OCFs:  IR feels that the instances of high fees highlighted are justified by returns but 

he is always looking to reduce fees/renegotiate and keeps fees under constant 

review.   Some new holdings in boutique type operations will also reduce OCFs 

• Asset allocation changes were discussed.  About 12% topping and tailing done to 

keep the portfolio refreshed 

• Risk reward chart (supplied) and rolling volatility (supplied) 

• Benchmark (this needs clarifying): IR to provide a breakdown of the property 

performance and some ideas on how to evaluate these with reference to a 

benchmark. However as IR explained, this is primarily a top-down call giving the 

capital and rental growth tailwinds and the asset being held in preference to 

bonds and equities where the portfolio’s have an underweight. Alpha remains 

difficult to extract given the low dispersion of returns. 

 

Macro-economic context 

• An eventful quarter, difficult to navigate.  Bond markets were under pressure and 

gilts moved to negative returns 

• The key to market performance has been asset allocation 

• UK small and mid caps outperformed 

• Greek issues do not appear to have unsettled markets to any great extent.  Now 

that the debt is owned largely by the ECB, the possibility of systemic failure has 

been mitigated 

• The fluctuations in the Shanghai market are thought to be a “bubble unwind”  

• Slow growth is now apparent globally 

• UK property, particularly commercial, continues to outperform 

• UK wage rises, if new starters are stripped out, is actually running at 4-5% 

• IR considers that the Bank of England may wait to follow the US in any interest rate 

increase but it is evidently imminent and the expectation of a rise is now built into 

market thinking 
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• US equities still expensive but there is nevertheless potential for returns and there 

is a need to keep some exposure markets to give diversification and to have some 

dollar weighting 

• The diminishing wage differential between US and overseas producers has resulted 

in the US “re-importing” some of their manufacturing 

 

5. Sentinel Enterprise Fund Manager’s Report (Julia Whiting) 

Points highlighted from the questionnaire/presentation: 

Fund Management 

• The fund showed an underperformance on 2.89% on the quarter.  This was due in 

large part to the fall in Asia and Emerging markets caused by the Greek economic 

crisis 

• The Altus holding has now been encashed, although a third payment is still possible 

• The fund management takes a long-term view and will maintain its Asia and EM 

holding to weather what is considered  short-term drop 

• Transactions include a planned and gradual move out of Newton Asian Income into 

L&G Asian Income. There have been some small changes to asset allocation 

• OCFs:  Margetts is currently in discussion with some funds to negotiate reductions 

and obtain rebates 

• The cash required to finance the new funds will be taken across the board from the 

fund in order to maintain balance.  There is good liquidity within the fund 

• It was noted that all data presented should be pertinent only to the reporting 

quarter  

• The StatPro system is now embedded 

 

Macro-economic context 

• The Greek crisis has highlighted political differences within the EU 

• Gilts fell in value despite uncertainty around the € 

• The UK rise in growth and employment has been generated by the private sector 

• The fluctuations in the Shanghai market are not considered to be a threat to global 

markets.  'The fund has limited exposure to Chinese mainland stocks and any 

exposure to this area will be through Hong Kong markets which have been relatively 

less volatile'  

 

6. Discussion of new funds/asset allocation/readiness for launch 

Income Fund 

• The asset allocation proposed by Brooks Macdonald appears to differ significantly 

from the revised version supplied after the initial presentation.  

• It was agreed that JF/MR would compare the two and take the matter forward.  It 

was agreed that a telecon (JF/MR/MJ/TR) would be helpful at the end of the week.  

A clear road-map is required.   

• RA to send MJ the relevant BM documents 

• As per the minutes of the January IC meeting, the income fund should be in the 

“Mixed 20%-60%” IMA sector but the proposed asset allocation does not fit this 

profile nor the expectations of the IC in terms of the type of fund required to bridge 

between Defensive and Universal 

• There was also concern about the use of structured products by BM, in terms of the 

capability of their systems, and the ability of the fund to deliver appropriate returns 

without employing such products 
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• These matters are to be resolved as soon as possible in order not to jeopardise 

launch on the due date 

 

Growth Fund 

This is an existing Kestrel fund and, as such, is in line with expectations 

Kestrel have expressed a wish to use “forwards” but no problems are envisaged with 

this 

 

Launch 

• Launch funds: 

o Margetts to strengthen communication with Premier (particularly 

Universal Fund Manager) re. requirement for launch funds to be made 

available and timetable 

o Defensive Fund manager sees no problem in releasing funds as required 

o Enterprise Fund manager can sell “on the day” to release funds 

• Citi codes:  work is still in hand to identify the process for obtaining Citi codes.  These 

codes are essential for Aviva.  MJ to report as soon as possible 

 

New fund blends 

Following today’s discussions, JW will rework/re-issue her work on fund blends 

 

7. IC Review of fund managers/ongoing appointment 

Not discussed 

 

8. ACD matters 

• Risk Management for all funds 

o MJ gave a further presentation on the StatPro system highlighting the elements 

that would be reported on a quarterly basis to the IC 

o The draft data on existing funds was briefly discussed 

o RA currently has access and it was agreed that this was sufficient for the IC.  

Access can be arranged for fund managers if required 

o The focus for IC meetings is likely to be on compliance and it was agreed that 

the dashboard was one of the most useful elements of the report 

o Any trend analysis will be conducted by Margetts using their own data.  MJ and 

RA will identify elements for reporting 

o Work is still going on between Margetts and StatPro to further refine and 

customise the reporting elements  

 

• Review of fund redemptions against industry average 

o A new-style report on inflows/outflows/net movement for the range of funds 

was tabled and it was agreed that this would be useful going forward 

 

• ACD Performance Reporting 

o MJ reported on Margetts performance as ACD over the quarter.  This was rated 

at 98.66%  It was agreed that the “traffic light” page of the report was sufficient 

for the purposes of the IC 

 

9. Any other business 

There was no other business 
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Actions 

Defensive: asset allocation table to have footnote before presentation 

to retail clients 

JF/MR 

Universal:   

- IR to produce a risk/reward report, performance v. volatility 

- IR to give thought to the internal benchmark 

 

IR 

IR 

Enterprise: 

- Statistics presented to be relevant only to the quarter under review 

 

JW 

Launch of new funds:   

- Urgent resolution is required re. BM fund asset allocation and use of 

structured products 

- MJ to ensure Premier are fully informed of actions required and 

timing for release of funds 

- Citi codes:  MJ to report on how/when these can be obtained 

 

JF/MR 

MJ/TR/RA 

 

MJ 

Risk management:   

- MJ can arrange log-in to StatPro for fund managers if required 

- Trend analysis:  MJ/RA to identify elements for reporting 

MJ 

 

MJ/RA 

 

  

 

 

10. Date of next meeting:  21 October 2015  


